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Market overview
World equity markets were up strongly in the final quarter of
2015, closing out a challenging year for investors. The MSCI
World Index gained 5.6% over the quarter (all numbers US$ total
return except Canada) with Developed Markets leading the way.
The U.S. continued to be the bright spot as the Dow Jones
Industrial Average and the S&P 500 gained 7.7% and 7.0%,
respectively. Other Developed Markets also performed well with
notables Japan and Europe, bolstered by ongoing monetary
stimulus, gaining 9.4% and 2.5%, respectively. Emerging
Markets remained the laggard, impacted by global growth
concerns, and finished the quarter with a relatively modest 0.7%
gain.
Despite the market strength seen over the quarter, gains were
entirely attributable to a very strong October as markets
rebounded from a terrible third quarter. Moving through
November and December, markets declined and ended the year
on a weak note. One possible driver of market weakness, the
U.S. Federal Reserve’s (Fed) much anticipated first rate hike in
almost 10 years, finally occurred in December. Driven by
expectations of the rate hike, divergence in U.S. monetary policy
versus peers and relatively stronger economic fundamentals, the
US$ resumed it’s ascent against most major currencies over the
quarter. The rising US$, combined with ongoing Emerging
Market weakness, contributed to further commodity price
declines with WTI oil, natural gas, copper and potash all down
over the quarter.
Canadian equity markets were down modestly in the fourth
quarter, with the S&P/TSX Composite declining 1.4% over the
quarter. The major factor driving the benchmark into negative
territory was index heavyweight, Valeant Pharmaceuticals, which
declined on continuing investor concerns surrounding some of
the company’s business practices. Notwithstanding the
heightened risk aversion seen towards year-end, Canadian
small-caps managed to outperform Canadian large-caps by 2.5%
over the fourth quarter, with the S&P/TSX Small Cap Index
returning 1.1% over the quarter. While the bulk of the
outperformance is attributable to the large-cap Valeant woes, the
remainder of the outperformance was broad-based, with the
Energy sector being the only notable small-cap sector
underperformer. All small-cap sectors were in positive territory
over the quarter with the exceptions of the Consumer
Discretionary and Energy sectors.
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The Fund outperformed its benchmark over the quarter, driven
primarily by strong security selection in the Materials, Energy,
Consumer Discretionary and Information Technology sectors.
Materials and Energy sectors were the standout contributors.
Notably in the Materials sector, Interfor, Stella Jones, CCL
Industries and Winpak all experienced gains. In the Energy
sector, Petrowest has a strong increase as the company won a
large civil works contract. Tamarack Valley Energy and RMP
Energy also experienced gains.
The Fund had several other holdings which generated strong
returns this quarter, including Sandvine, Merus Labs,
FirstService, Evertz Technologies, Badger Daylighting and
Semafo. Sector allocation also contributed to outperformance,
most notably an underweight position in the Energy sector, which
was the worst performing sector over the quarter. The largest
detractor from relative performance was an underweight position
in the Materials sector, which had a very modest impact.
The Fund remains notably underweight in the Materials sector, at
17% versus the small-cap benchmark at 27% at quarter-end. In
this sector, the portfolio is significantly underweight Metals &
Mining and overweight Paper & Forest Products and Containers
& Packaging. We remain in favour of a broadly diversified sector
mix, with certain sectors being significantly off benchmark
weights. Companies that have a strong competitive advantage
and an ability to continue to grow free cash flow in many different
macro environments make up the majority of the portfolio.

Outlook
Overall, 2015 was a tough year for investors as stocks, bonds
and commodities all posted poor or negative returns. Year-end
equity market weakness continued into early 2016 as the market
continues to exhibit fears of a global economic slowdown and a
hard landing in China. Commodity markets remain uncertain
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following 2015 energy price declines for WTI crude oil and
natural gas, and metal price declines for copper, nickel, potash
and gold.
Heading into 2016, the state of the global economic recovery
remains mixed. The U.S. appears to be the bright spot, with solid
employment gains driving improvements in consumer
confidence, housing and auto sales. Europe and Japan are
showing some stability, while emerging markets remain a source
of concern as China transitions to slower growth. Volatility
remains elevated, driven by economic uncertainty and the impact
of anticipated Fed rate hikes among other factors. In this
environment we remain neutral on Canadian equity markets,
including small-caps. We expect interest rates to continue to
provide support to the economy (and equity markets), remaining
low in the near-term. The low Canadian dollar should also
provide a boost through stronger exports. However, the dramatic
decline in commodity prices introduces significant uncertainty to
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the outlook. A number of global risk factors also remain, which
could contribute to volatility and a “risk-off” environment.
We continue to focus on quality companies with strong
competitive positioning, quality management teams and superior
growth profiles that trade at attractive valuations. Maintaining
diversification remains a focus, with targeted exposure to
companies with leverage to the U.S. economy. Within the hardhit Canadian energy sector, we favour light crude oil over natural
gas over the short-term, as global crude oil drilling slows and
production continues to roll off. Natural gas pricing remains
depressed with the Marcellus and Utica shale gas plays
continuing to flood the geographically constrained North
American natural gas market with supply.

1The

benchmark performance is as of the nearest month-end to the performance start date of the Fund. On January 1, 2014, the Fund’s benchmark changed
from the BMO Small Cap Blended Total Return Index (Weighted) to the S&P/TSX Small Cap Total Return Index. The benchmark change was applied from this
date forward.
The commentaries contained herein are provided as a general source of information based on information available as of December 31, 2015 and should not be
considered as personal investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy and/or sell securities. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in these
commentaries at the time of publication; however, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Market conditions may change and the manager accepts no responsibility for
individual investment decisions arising from the use of or reliance on the information contained herein. References to specific securities are presented to illustrate
the application of our investment philosophy only and are not to be considered recommendations by AGF Investments. The specific securities identified and
described in this commentary do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for the portfolio, and it should not be assumed that investments
in the securities identified were or will be profitable. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in
share and/or unit value and reinvestment of all dividends and/or distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or
income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed; their values change frequently and past
performance may not be repeated. The information contained herein is designed to provide you with general information related to investment alternatives and
strategies and is not intended to be comprehensive investment advice applicable to the circumstances of the individual. We strongly recommend that you consult
with a financial advisor prior to making any investment decisions.
Publication date: February 2, 2016.

